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Thus the first real fascist congress, held in Florence in
October 1919, was able to accentuate the republican note
and propose, with Marinetti, the expulsion of the papacy
and the c devaticanization' of Italy ; all of which was
nullified by a single remark made by Mussolini during his
speech : ' We fascists have no preconceived doctrine : our
doctrine is based on facts.'
But events in Italy during 1919 were far from encouraging
for the fascist movement or for Mussolini, who retained
nevertheless his sound sense of realities and did not lose his
head. He had prophesied at the * Fascist Constituent
Assembly 3 in March : * In two months a thousand fasci
will have arisen throughout Italy/ At the beginning of
July he was far more modest. c Fascism', he wrote, c is
pragmatical, it makes no assumptions, it has no ultimate
objects. It will not necessarily go on for ever, or even for
very long.' Having completed its task, which is concerned
with the present crisis, e it will not cling to life, but will
know how to vanish without fuss'. c Fascism', he con-
tinued, ' will always be a minority movement. It cannot
spread beyond the towns. But soon each of the three
hundred principal towns of Italy will have its ownfascio di
combattimento '. Even this more modest prospect was not
realized. At the Florence congress only 137 fasci were
represented, with 62 in course of organization, and 40,000
adherents. These figures are obviously faked ; the report
of the third National Congress held in Rome in. November
1921, when fascism could afford to be frank, announced
officially that at the Florence congress there had been
represented only c 56 fasci, with 17,000 adherents'. In
any case the figures came nowhere near the 1000 fasci
foreseen in March 1919, or the 300 hoped for in July.
The movement seemed to be flagging rather than progress-
ing. Mussolini's fear of isolation was greater than ever,
especially in view of the approaching elections, when he
would have to corne out into the open and reveal his true
position.
At the beginning of July he began in Milan a campaign
for the creation of a c committee of agreement and action '.
The first meeting, summoned at the instigation of the

